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Vote on city charter
slated for Tuesday
By Jim Carey
Staff Reporter
A proposed Bowling Green city
charter will be up for approval in a
special election Tuesday. Oct. 11.
The charter, wnicn would call for a
home-rule form of administration, was
drawn up by a charter commission
elected last year
I'nder the charter the city government would retain the mayor-council
working relationship, but would give
the electors permission to amend the
administrative organization when
necessary

proposed charter, the municipal
administrator shall serve at the
pleasures of the mayor I'e shall be the
principal managerial aide to the mayor
and shall perform such duties as mav
be assigned to him by the mayor."
The proposed charter would also
stagger the four-year terms of the
three councilmen al large Ward
counnlmen would retain their twoyear terms
Through these changes, the charter
commission hopes to eliminate the
possibility ot a complete turnover ol
council members during an election
year
A director ol linance. who would

Till- CHARTER would provide for a
municipal administrator to be
appointed to an indefinite term by the
mayor with the approval of city
council
The municipal administrator would
replace the safety-service director and
would be called on to head committees
whenever the need would arise
According to Section 5 01 of the

perform those lunclions performed
by the auditor and treasurer, would
also be appointed by the mayor with
council's approval
CITY COUNCIL would be given
additional power of investigation.
The charter would also require that
council elect one of its members as
president

Fabulous Fifties' return;
no, Elvis won't be here
Elvis Presley won't be here this week, but telephone booth crams,
sock hops, hula hoops and Sha Na Na will
It s all part of "UNcoming'72," the University's 'uncommon'
homecoming
Tl adiUonal holdovers, like football, the homecoming queen and pep
rallies, will also be part of the festivities, but this year student
planners have added some novel activities to the usual homecoming
events
Bowling Green will return to the "Fabulous Fifties and the
Roaring Twenties" today through Saturday For a detailed listing of
today s activities, turn to the Arts and Entertainment section, page
nine

Many city departments would be
revamped by the charier on the basis
of their functions in order to avoid
duplicated efforts
But what do city leaders think of the
proposed charter''
I don't think it changes government
policies that much." said Mayor
Charles Bartlett He said the charter
would provide a means to update the
Bowling Green city government.
MAYOR BARTLETT said he also
agreed with the practice of electing the
president of city council from among
council members The members of
council would know him and he would
become a Irue member of council."
Bartlett said
"As far as I am concerned, the
primary purpose for the charter is
based on financial reasons. Bartlett
said
"The charter would professionalize the management of fiscal
affairs."
I'e said handling finances requires
some background and training in
linance which is not manditory under
the present code but is required under
the proposed charter.
Saleiy-service director Wesley
Hoffman agreed with the mayor that
the charter would professionalize the
city's financial affairs.
' Presently there is no criterion to
run for city auditor-no training in
accounting or bookkeeping is
necessary I think it is a waste of
money." Poffman said.
HE SAID by appointing a full-time
director, financial affairs could be run
on a more professional basis The
niavoi and the council would be able to
work more efficiently with the
director, since he would be working as
a team with them, he said
The statutory form of government
dictated by state law was set up before
urban problems and the population
explosion were recognized as
significant problems." Poffman said
• to'Former mayor Sktbeie opposes
proposed pluV P»S« three

N.wtpK.1. by Dm J. Putter

Candidates
Meeting

State Representative Charles Kurfess, Republican incumbent, states his views
at the Candidates Meeting Tuesday night at Bawling Oreen High School. The
meeting was sponsored by the "errysburg and Bowling Oreen League el
Women Voters.

Survey aids decision
to employ gynecologist
The results of a questionnaire
submitted lo University women living
on campus helped the Board of
Trustees decide to employ a
gynecologist at the Health Center, two
administrative sources said yesterday
The questionnaire was senl by Pete
Kotsatos. student representative lo the
Board of Trustees.

Keating says four more years'
By Fred R. Ortlip
U.S. Representative William J
Keating said last night President
Nixon has earned the right to lead the
country four more years.

Keating, Congressman from Ohio's
first district and the president's surrogate speaker in the state, addressed
a group of about 70 persons in the
Dogwood Suite, Union
"In the area of foreign affairs you

have to begin with the highlight-the
opening up of relations with China."
said Keating "Of course, that only
scratched the surface, but it will open
up great avenues for this country and
the world "
KEATING CALLED THE arms
limitation agreement with Russia "a
real advance to peace in the world "
"I don't know if the current peace
negotiations lin Indochina I will be
successful or not," he said. "Nobody
really knows when we'll have peace
but the efforts are there."
Speaking on the draft. Keating said
the president has made it clear the all
volunteer army will go into effect by
next June.
"Congress has cooperated by providing the tools-it's doubled the wages
for the servicemen and given them
better hospitalization and housing.
Secretary of Defense < Melvin I Laird is
convinced we'll have enough
volunteers to not go beyond June, 1973
with the draft," Keating said.
THE CONGRESSMAN said Nixon
has reduced the rate of inflation since
taking office and has created new jobs
"The unemployment rate now is
around 5 5 per cent, which is higher
than it should be Yet the irony of it is
that there are more people employed
now than ever before (about 82
million l." said Keating
"I think he's (NixonI been extremely
efficient after coming into office
during a very unstable period of our
history."
Keating followed his address by
answering questions on defense,
campaigning, future objectives of the
President and other issues.

Mowsphoro by Som Cwtono
U.S. Representative William j. Keating

The Congressman explained the
defense budget has been increased to
accommodate the higher cost of
personnel and inflation.
HE

CALLED

DEMOCRATIC

presidential candidate George
McGovern's proposal to cut the budget
by $30 billion "ludicrous." but said
there isn't a government agency that
can't reduce its level of spending
Keating said he is for limited
campaign spending, that the
president's surrogate campaign is "an
excellent idea." and that if reelected.
Nixon will concentrate more on
domestic policy.

Kotsatos said he sent the questionnaire to about 1,700 women in Founders
and McDonald Quadrangles About 850
women, or 50 per cent, returned the
questionnaire.
ONE OF THE questions asked was,
"Do you think Health Services should
have the full support of a gynecologist''" Kotsatos said about 91 per
cent of the women surveyed replied
"yes "
Kotsatos said 23 per cent of the
women surveyed said "yes" to the
question. "Have you in the past, or al
present, contemplated or planned to
see a gynecologist for the purpose of
planning lo use contraceptives?"
President Hollis A. Moore Jr. said
the survey by Kotsatos "sure helped"
the board in its decision.
Richard Edwards, assistant to the
president, said "No doubt the survey
was helpful. It wasn't presented to the
board in full, but statistics were
cited "
Regarding other action taken
yesterday by the trustees, Kotsatos
said overcrowding of present facilities
is why the Board decided on a new $6

million fin? arts building as its top
priority for capital improvements in
the 1973-75 biennium.
HE SAID the trustees had lo decide
between the fine arts building and a
proposed $7 million health and physical
education building to submit for the
next biennium.
Funds for the health and physical
education building won't be requested
until the 1975-77 biennium.
He said the decision by the trustees
to lease the University airport to the
Wood County Airport Authority would
"increase the community-University
relationship."
One of the provisions of the lease is
that the airport authority build a new
runway Kotsatos said he didn't know
which direction the runway would
stretch, or if aircraft would have to fly
over University housing
Kotsatos said his next objective is to
have a " Board of Trustees Day "
He said this will include having the
trustees spend an entire day on
campus, meeting and talking to
students and "getting a better
knowledge of the campus.''

Regulations restrict
bought' term papers
By Jim Wa
si.lI Reporter
Term Paper Due?
Got a paper to do and haven't
even researched it yet? WE CAN
HELP Call
That's how one of the term paper
factories which are becoming so
popular on campuses today advertises its wares.
Last spring Dr. George Herman,
provost for instruction and instructional services, asked the Academic
Honesty Committee to consider the
question of the term paper services
On May 8, 1972 the committee
took the following action in regard
to the purchase and use of term
papers:
-Purchase and use of such a term
paper should be considered as
cheating and should carry a minimum penalty of failure on the
assignment and maximum penalty
of failure in the course, as outlined
in Item seven, page two of the Feb.
24, 1971 University policy on Academic Honesty:
-An endorsement of the idea

that an organization which
specializes in this activity should be
declared illegal in the state of Ohio;
-A suggestion should be made
that the provost's office urge the
Board of Regents to look into legislation which would make term
paper services illegal
Dr. Goddard. professor of business education, who was Chairman
of the Academic Honesty Committee when the decision was made,
said. Our committee was trying to
anticipate the trouble before it
began "
"It's always a good idea to have
rules when you make a case." he
added.
Dr. Goddard said as of now no
cases have been presented in which
students were caught using the
papers.
In the committee's general discussion last spring, it was agreed that
perhaps use of the services could be
minimized if faculty members
would make major assignments
early in the quarter.
The committee also said by luunf
intermediate checks to see that stu-

dents are doing their own work, the
possibility of students purchasing
term papers would be reduced.
Some of these checks would
include requiring students to submit
an outline within two weeks and
then to present references at a later
date
"Some of the faculty object to
being policemen." Dr. Goddard
said. "But it's like leaving keys in a
car. It's much easier for a student
to cheat if assignments are made
late and no checks are made "
The committee, consisting of four
faculty members, one representative from student personnel and
three students, concluded most
papers are purchased when a student only has a week to 10 days
before an assignment is due.
One term paper library boasts
that urgent research requests can
be filled in 36-72 hours.
"All students have the responsibility of acquainting themselves
with the rules which are found in the
various University publications,".
Goddard said.
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gynecologist
The University's Board of Trustees made one of its wisest
decisions Tuesday when it approved a request to hire a fulltime gynecologist at the Health Center.
The need for a gynecologist-not only to prescribe contraceptive devices, but also to treat other gynecological
problems-has been extremely apparent for a long, long time.
Tuesday's action provides for a program in which any
student-married or unmarried-may obtain prescriptions for
contraceptive devices at a relatively low cost and on a strictly
confidential physician-to-patient basis.
The decision's been a long tin»e coming, but we commend
the board for finally approving the proposal.
And we commend all those persons who worked so diligently
to liberalize the virtually archaic birth control policy now in
effect at the Health Center.
President Hollis A. Moore Jr. said Tuesday he intends to
start a search for a qualified gynecologist immediately. A fulltime gynecologist may even be available before the end of this
academic year.
We hope the University follows through on that pledge as
quickly as possible.

lavelle case
Court-martial charges against Maj. Gen. John D. Lavelle
were dismissed Tuesday after an Air Force statement said
relief from command of the 7th Air Force in Indochina was
sufficient punishment.
Lavelle had been charged with carrying out 28 unauthorized
bombing raids between November, 1971 and last March.
As punishment for this, Lavelle was demoted to the rank of
major general (from his previous rank of full general) and
was allowed to retire from the service with a $27,000 annual
pension.
We fail to see any indication of punishment in this situation.
An annual pension of $27,000. of which all but $2,500 is tax
free because of a 70 per cent disability granted by the Air
Force, hardly constitutes punitive measures.
The Air Force contended that the handling of this case has
demonstrated to commanders that the "Air Force will not
condone the manner in which Gen. Lavelle discharged his
duties."
The punitive action taken against Lavelle is more likely to
encourage other commanders to discharge their duties in a
similar manner if the "'punishment'' remains the same.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the lawsol libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News, 109
University Hall.

opinion

four years seen in review
Tfcli ii the third in ■ series of
ceJamas diicuiiag the caadldates aad
petioles of Ike foar major political aartiei ■ the area. The Democratic party
colama will appear tomorrow.
By the Area Chapter of
Young Voten for the Pretideal
Under President Nixon's leadership.
American diplomacy has moved into
the realities of the late 20th century.
Two principles guide the Nixon
approach in foreign policy:
1)
partnership, not paternalism, in our
relations with world friends and allies
Decisions jointly made and burdens
fairly shared. The philosophy has
become known as the Nixon Doctrine.
21 negotiation, not confrontation,
has become the rule in dealing with
adversaries and resolving international
differences
President Nixon went to Moscow in
May of this year where he negotiated
agreements with the Soviet Union to
limit development of antiballistic
missile systems, jointly explore space,
and combat the diseases plaguing mankind

In reply to your attack of my review
which appeared in the Oet 17 edition of
The BG News. I would first like to say
that it is not so much important that I
defend my opinions, because they
speak for themselves, but rather that I
set you straight on numerous
misquotes drawn from my review
To clarify my point further I
enjoyed the concert very much, calling
the band "a highly polished group of
musicians", but I still do not believe
that the majority of the audience felt
the same way nor went absolutely
crazy like you did
You then proceeded to make
statements which did not make sense
at all You said "if two encores isn't
enough for you, if a young lady
freaking and jumping onstage isn't
enough for you and the whole front of
the crowd jumping and screaming I
got my mojo workin'...'
MY ANSWER must still be negative
Out of an estimated crowd of 2,500, one
young lady does not constitute a
majority in my mind, nor do 12
groupies shaking their backsides while
everyone elae watched.
To me, SO per cent or more

constitutes a majority-that seems to
be the American, as well as Bowling
Green, way.
As far as your "mojo.'" I again do not
believe that a working one is able to
fully illustrate the feeling, or lack of
such, of an artist or the audience which
he is playing to.
The fact of the matter is that it was a
freebie concert-something which
immediately calls attention to itself.
Maybe that's what got your blood pressure up so high-not having to pay.
In another instance you suffer from a
libelous case of misquotation. I said
that the harmonica player was "not
quite rating in the same class with
John Sebastian." You turned this
around and misinterpreted it to mean
that he was better Not so.
To finish, I will once more praise the
Muddy Waters Band for some fine
entertainment, but will also repeat
that the interest was just not evident,
as shown further by about 30 per cent
of the audience's walking out at
intermission. I mean, why not. They
didn't pay to get in.
I also know that the mentality of the
audience which reads The BG News is
far above the level of this letter. I can
just hope that some day you will look at

validation card problems
Hat the University found a new
gimmick to supplement its deficient
budget'' After not receiving my ID
validation card. I went over to the
Administration Building-window 8
The woman there informed me that
my validation card had been mailed to
my off-campus address 10 days ago
Also, even though I had never seen

"hide-nor-hair" of my validation card.
I have to pay $1.00 to get "another'"
card.
Apparently, there are other students
who have mysteriously not received
their validation cards. I ask them to
make their grievances known

Mary Ann Driscoll
319 E. Evers

THE PRESIDENT has won agreement from Turkey to place a total ban
on the growing of opium poppy, made
an agreement with France to assist in
halting the traffic of drugs...and
stepped up arrests of pushers

IN ORDER to relieve the burden of
taxes at the state and local levelproperty, sales, income and other
taxes-the President has proposed a
program to make more monies available to local governments by sharing a
portion of Federal revenues with them.
Offered with no strings attached, this
program promises to encourage problem-solving at the local level where
many of the problems are
President Nixon established the
Environmental Protection Agency, the

an audience gathering with a little
more in mind than freaks 'n' mojos
Muddy Waters is the blues, but the
question must inevitably be brought
up-who. sir. are you?
Richard Brase
431 Anderson Hall

By WUIiam F. Buckley Jr.
Concerning the Watergate caper, a
few observations:
1. There is increasing indignation at
the use of the word "caper" to
describe Watergate. The indignation is
one part genuine, one part opportunistic.
It is true that as more is discovered
about the circumstances surrounding
the Watergate affair, the uglier the
thing looks.
It is one thing to break into an office
of a non-subversive American enterprise for the purpose of listening in on
conversations and telephone calls i bad
enough).
Something else to hire a professional
disrupter, as now it is alleged was
done, and charge him to forge letters
over the signature of Democratic
candidates, pose as the candidate's
agent for the purpose of calling off
meetings, and mixing up schedules.

Editorial Staff
kathenne I halton
i- SCOtl scredon
kathleen m .Irene
ann m. hofbauer
rat* m. hum*
frederk r. ortlip
martio j. lamer
jooncgasH
patrkia I. barley

Business Staff
business manager
advertising manager
sales manager

The nightmares are ending. Said the
President: "I am convinced that we
have the vitality, the courage, the
moral and spiritual strength to survive
and prevail.''
With the support and willingness of
the American people President Nixon
will prove this statement true for yet
another four years.

Watergate affair

An Independent Student Voice

copy editor
entertainment editor

PRESIDENT Nixon has earmarked
massive amounts of money to find a
cure for cancer and sickle cell anemia
Federal outlays for health care and
research in 1973 will reach $22.5 billion,
and the President has proposed a
National Health Insurance Standards

Act. a Family Health Insurance Plan,
and the National Health Education
Foundation, all aiming at better health
care for EVERYONE
President Nixon has submitted proposals to Congress which have
increased Social Security benefits to
the nation's elderly by more than onethird from 19(9 to this year-a greater
increase than in any other period in
history of similar length
The President has also advanced programs to enable more of the elderly to
live in their own homes, and to improve nursing care and increase jobs
for these same citizens

FASTER! FASTER!'

•me BG news

editor
managing editor
newt editor
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l.'e is spending six times more for
rehabilitation and five times more for
drug education than ever before.
Combined, these actions are finally
turning the tide against the drug
scourge.
The
President's
vigorous lawenforcement policies have cut the increase in the nation's serious crime
rate to one per cent in the first quarter
of this year.
Eighty lover half) of our major
cities have actual decreases in crime,
and Washington. DC. has achieved a 30
per cent decrease over last year alone
This has been made possible by
President Nixon's program of
increased aid to states and localities.

•HUU(4H(f

IN MARCH, he visited Peking where
he made a start toward improving
relations between the US. and the
People's Republic of China. The President has called a halt to crisis diplomacy, seeking to reduce tension in
such troubled areas as the Middle
East
The President has done everything in
his power to bring peace to Vietnam
without sacrificing the South Vietnamese in the process. He has brought
home 500,000 men...reduced casualties
by 95 per cent...and cut spending by
two-thirds.
As this is written, strong steps are
being taken to get the enemy to cease
its aggression and make peace
President Nixon has taken strong action to flatten inflation and increase
employment. He initiated a 90-day
wage-price freeze, followed by more
flexible controls, and introduced a
package of tax cuts to stimulate the
economy.
The inflation rate has been cut in
half, and the Gross National Product
has expanded at a yearly rate of over
seven per cent. Housing starts are up
42 per cent over last year.

Lerrers
setting record straight
Mr Foster

first Federal unit ever set up to protect
our quality of life.
I'e has increased funding for
environmental improvement by over
500 per cent, and initiated a Legacy of
Parks program to bring increased
recreational opportunities to cities.
No less than 25 separate environment
bills have been proposed by him.
President Nixon has signed into law
the bill giving 18-year-olds the right to
vote...overhauled the selective service
system with the goal of establishing an
all-volunteer army...and has proposed
an education program that would
guarantee a college education to all
who qualify, and vocational education
training for those who do not wish to
attend college.

voughn e. rockhcJd
John g. pollock
mkhoe! j. voUntkii
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Th.it kind of thing is totalitarian in tendency.
t. ADVOCATES of George
McGovern are doing their very best to
proceed on the assumption that the
whole of the White House is guilty.
They have nicely suspended, during
the crucial interval between now and
the election, the presumptions they
guard so zealously in other situations.
We are constrained to speak about
the "alleged skyjacker" even after the
jet has gone zooming off to Algeria, a
man with a pistol in his hand held to the
pilot's head.
That man gets to be "alleged",
whereas nowadays you will find •
McGovemites talking quite openly
about "Nixon's" Watergate operation,
and "Nixon's" political sabotage
agents.
One White House staff member is
alleged to have told a former colleague
on the Washington Post that he himself
wrote the letter allegedly written by
Senator Muskie that brought on the
lachrymose encounter outside the
offices of the Manchester. New
Hampshire, newspapers.
READ THAT sentence over again
and leave out the allegeds. and you
have put on your special McGovern
lenses.
3. The same gentlemen who are
accepting the most venal versions of
what happened are prepared to hold
Richard Nixon directly responsible for
them.
Professor Kenneth Galbraith. who
has been neglecting his economics-an
infrequent act of philanthropy -in order
to campaign for George McGovern.
says it flatly: either Nixon was personally responsible for giving orders to
burglarize Watergate, in which case
Nixon should be defeated for moral
venality: or if Nixon didn't know about
it. he should be defeated for incompetence.
As regards the first part of the proposed dichotomy: it is at least absurd
to suppose that Richard Nixon knew
that that kind of thing was going on.
The expression "more royalist than
the king" defined a relationship that
survives in republican societies.
HENRY II SAID in a fit of exasperation "Who will rid me of the accursed
priest? " -and Henry's Dwight Chapin
instantly attended to the assassination
of Thomas a Beckett

If it happened that Richard Nixon
was overheard to say in a fit of
exasperation over, let us say. the burglarized minutes of his cabinet
meetings on the subject of Bangladesh
"I wish to hell I knew who is the s.o.b.
who is getting our information over to
Jack Anderson."--one can imagine a
young staff member deciding to take it
upon himself to bug the Democratic
headquarters thinking perhaps to
identify the guilty party.
But the situation would require that
he not, repeat not. advise the king what
it was that he intended to do.
To say that nobody should be president who permits himself to have on
his staff someone who is so resourcefully loyal, is to say that Bertie
Wooster should not be permitted to
hire Jeeves
4. THERE IS no question that justice
should be done. Laws against illegal
entry and eavesdropping were not
written to be ignored.
And a realistic view of the situation
is that the Watergate set are in for a
very tough time. There are no Ellsbergs, for whom half the legal profession in America volunteer their services.
These are men whose blood the
Democrats want, and whom the
Republicans will most anxiously neglect Compassion is not a political
specialty.
But to suggest. 5. that it is appropriate to the crime to defeat Richard
Nixon is the most audacious act of proposed highwaymanry of the century.
The people of the United States
aren't guilty of Watergate. Why should
we be punished for Watergate?
The American people seem to have
made up their minds that a McGovern
administration would be a national
affliction. The American people will
not turn to masochism in order to
avenge the privacy of Larry O Brien
Wiisl raliiilHi JraajPhal
1"|nraiali

so they say
Lyndon Johnson. 64. at the third annual
Lady Bird Johnson Highway Beautification Award Presentations at LBJ
State Park in Stonewall. Texas:
I aaavea, I aaevet slew Whea
I Iks, I Iks ktew Aad whea I gets la
werryhig, I gees to sleep."'

Thunday, October 2*, i»7J, the M N.w./Pog. 3

Republicans eye Senate seats

South crucial for GOP gains
By Joke Cfc«d»ick
Associated Preei Writer
WASHINGTON (API - If
the Republicans are going to
capture control of the Senate
in the Nov 7 elections, they
probably will have to do it in
the South.
States like Alabama.
Georgia. Louisiana. North
Carolina and Virginia-none
of which has elected a
Republican senator in this
century-appear to be crucial to GOP chances
Republicans don't have to
win all these states, but it
looks as though they will
have to pick up one or two
seats-and maybe more—in

this area if they are to have
a majority in the Senate.
Overall, a net gain of five
seats is necessary if the
Republicans are to wrest
control away from the
Democrats Even that
assumes Vice President
Spiro Agnew will be reelected and. as the Senate's
presiding officer, will be
able to break a tie vote.
THERE ARE J3 Senate
races this year. In 15 of
these. 11 Republican incumbents and four Democrats
are regarded as almost certain to win re-election
This leaves 18 races in the
doubtful category, with 10of

these seats now held by
Democrats and eight by
Republicans. As a result of
death, defeat or retirement,
newcomers will be elected
to eight of these seats
In Alabama. Sen John
Sparkman. 7J, a four-term '
veteran and chairman of the
Senate Banking Committee,
is up against a Republican
challenge from Winton M
Blount. former postmaster
general in the Nixon administration. While Sparkman is
campaigning on his record
and his seniority. Blount has
tried to link him with the
presidential candidacy of
George McGovem.
In Georgia, the Demo-

cratic candidate is state
Rep. Sam Nunn. 33. who defeated incumbent Sen David
Gambrell in a runoff primary His GOP opponent is
Rep Fletcher Thompson.
47. a three-term Congressman from Atlanta who has
tied his campaign closely to
President Nixon
IN LOUISIANA, state Sen.
J Bennett Johnston won the
Democratic nomination
after Sen Allen J Ellender,
chairman of the Senate
Appropriations Committee,
died in the midst of his primary fight for a new term.
However, former Democratic Gov. John J.

McKeithen entered the race
as an independent,
improving the chances of
the Republican candidate.
Ben C Toledana. a New
Orleans attorney.
In North Carolina, a selfavowed conservative TV
editorialist. Jesse Helms, is
making a strong bid as the
GOP candidate against
Democratic Rep Nick Galifianakis. a three-term
Congressman who defeated
Sen B Everett Jordan in a
runoff primary in June
In Virginia. Republican
Congressman William L
Scott, seeking to unseat Sen
William It Spong Jr.. is
trying to tie himself as
closely as possible to Nixon

ft&mfmt» by Sem Cenene

Karate

club

The University Karate Club practices Midwest oeju-kai karate
in the Forum, Student Services Bickj. The club's instructors
hold regulation black belt degrees.

Former mayor Skibbie
opposes proposed plan
e (rom page one

NewspherebyCariSetd

Sharing

There ore lots of things you can shore. Like raentteal Hondas, especially ones
with look-alike twenty-day tags.

"I think the main thing is
to give the city a structured
government to directly meet
the needs of the city and
solve problems on a local
basis.'' Hoffman said
Former Mayor F Gus
Skibbie does not agree with
the proposed charter.
"Home rule for a city
needs to be drawn to fit the
needs of the city I do not
endorse this charter."
Skibbie said
Skibbie said he does not
believe the code will provide
an answer to city problems.
He said ne is in favor of a
city charter but not the
present one.
IN ADDITION he said the
charter could increase city
expenditures since it would

S. Viet confirms Thieu rejection
SAIGON (API - Henry A.
Kissinger's talks with President Nguyen Van Thieu
dealt with a Communist
proposal that Thieu stay on
as head of one part of a
three-part government, the
senate president said yesterday
Sen Nguyen Van Huyen.
whose office would put him
in the presidency if Thieu
should step down, said he

had learned this in a palace
briefing on the general
situation of Thieu's conferences with the President's national security advisor
Thieu's ouster has been a
principal part of previous
Communist demands.
THIEU REJECTED the
three-part government concept in a speech Tuesday

Notary publics needed
to ok absentee ballots
Any notary publics willing to notarize absentee ballots are
asked to contact Greg Jackson, director of the Office of
Voter Facilitation, at 372-2047.
Jackson said about 750 ballots have been notarized in his
office this month. He estimated that there may be as many
as 9.000 ballots outstanding.
Six notaries are now working part-time in the office.
Absentee ballots can be notarized Monday through Friday
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m and Saturday from 10a.m. tol p.m. in
the office. 325 Williams Hall.
All ballots must be notarized.
Ballots must be submitted to local boards of election by 6
p.m.. Nov. 7.
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night. Huyen ■•reputedly
anti-Thieu-said he agreed
with the president "because
any coalition would ultimately lead to a Communist
regime.'"
South Vietnamese politicians of various factions
expressed approval of
Thieu's speech Supporters
of Thieu introduced in the
Senate yesterday a resolution to back up the President.
Huyen said he was confident the resolution, which
condemns the North Vietnamese invasion, rejects a
tripartite government and
insists on South Vietnamese
self-determination, would be
adopted within a few days.
SEN. VU VAN MAU, an
opponent of Thieu. declared
in the senate that if the
president does plan to step

down he should start making
arrangements now for a
strong nationalist government with broad public
support.
Political sources said Mau
was nursing an ill-founded
notion that he would be
picked to fill Thieu's shoes
because of his long-standing
opposition However. Mau
was not the only political
leader to view Thieu as
expendable in the interest of
a settlement
"Militarily South Vietnam
hasn't anything to trade, but
politically maybe we can
give them something to save
face." said Nguyen Gia
Hien, a former senator who
heads a 500.000-member
party largely conposed of
Roman Catholic refugees
from North Vietnam.
"THEY WANT Thieu-this

is my own personal opinion1 say okay give them Thieu
He is president, yes. but he
is just a guy. The system
stands not just on a man but
on a system. We want to
prove it However. I am not
going to put pressure on
President Thieu. He has to
run things now."
Huyen, frequently mentioned as a possible interim
leader who could keep South
Vietnam's factions from
each other's throats, said he
had no interest in the job.
Huyen and other political
leaders expressed concern
over what might happen
between the announcement
of any cease-fire and putting
it into effect. Military
officers also have pointed
out difficulties in keeping up
army willingness to fight
once a truce is in sight.

create new administrative
positions
"The qualifications of the
municipal administrator had
better be spelled out."
Skibbie said. Anyone with
managerial or supervisional
experience could now
qualify for the position, he
said
"I think the charter will
take too much voice away
from the people with too
many appointed officials."
Skibbie said.
Al Baldwin, member of
the Charter Commission,
disagreed with Skibbie. He
said he thinks that with the
additional power of investigation given to city council,
a more efficient system of
checks and balances will
result
"The people who are

SALE
fi For Halloween Weekend

charter would assist the city
in the future by permitting
the city to adjust itself to
new problems.

Corsages — Centerpieces
The Flowerhouse

&

AlWAYS
F.T.D.

353-1045

All Persons Interested
In Forming An All-Campus
Photo Club
MEETING: October 30,6 p.m.
CAPITAL ROOM-UNION
Attention
English & American Studies
Majors!

BREWING UP A

«N|tat

opposing the charter .ire
short-sighted."
Baldwin
said He said they were
failing to see how the
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Alternatives on ballot

Twenty-six vie
for queen title
.Homecoming
queen
elections are today.
Twenty-six women are
vying for the title
The
candidate
receiving
the
moat votes, regardless of
her class rank, will be the
queen. One woman from
each class will serve as
attendant.
The women have been
chosen by a screening committee on the basis of
activities (SO per cent),
poise (25 per cent) and
awareness 125 per rent),
said Syd Scott, screening
committee chairman.
THE SCREENING committee was composed of
representatives
and
advisors
of
the
Black
Student
Union
iBSU).
Student Body Organization
■ SHU'
residence halls,
jjreek social organizations
£nd commuters
| Freshman candidates are
Sharon Babb. (A&S). and
\nn Carenbauer.
Sarah
!W right, Ann Beckman and
Sue Krabill. all in the
College of Education.
Sophomore women are'
l.iml;i Davis. Ellen Powell.
:Jane Fisher, of the College
ul Arts and Sciences. Janet
'Cornwell and Oianna Muir,
College of Education.
Jan Dickson and Ruth
• I'arris,
both
Arts and
'Sciences; and Chris Mohler.
■Marcia Keith. Patti Robert-

* Homecoming vote today
Students will be asked to
vote on two referendums
when they vote for homecoming queen from 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. today in the men's
gym Voters must have ID's,
but do not need validation
cards.
One referendum concerns
the future of homecoming;
the other, alternatives to the
foreign language requirement in the College of Arts
and Sciences.
Students will rank alternatives in order of priority.

son,
Shelly
Geisbuhler,
Nancy Witner and Bonnie
Johnson, of the College of
Education, are the junior
candidates.

SENIOR

CANDIDATES

are Athena Sofios. Pamela
Steinberger, Nancy Pfefferle. Bonnie Koglman, of
the College of Education;
Lynda
Thomas,
(B.A.);
Cyndi Rowlette (Mus. Ed);
and
Diedre
Fominaya
(Mus.).
Junior and senior classes
have
more
than
five
candidates'due to ties in
voting and to corrected calculations in total points in
the rating system
The elections will be held
in the Men's Gym today
from 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. A
student
ID.
but
not
validation card, is required

Finding a plot* to practice for acting data con aomolliiiot be o

Outdoor
rehearsal

problem, barb ■omch, junior (AAS), and Ion Kbor, junior
(A*S), utHii* rho fall loovo. for rhofc rohoanal of a scone
from "Who's Afraid of Virginia Wooff?"

to vote.

Alternatives for homecoming are to keep it as it is
now; to abolish it; to honor
distinguised students rather
than elect the queen and her
court; or to select a host
and/or hostesses to greet returning alumni for homecoming and other occasions
Language options are to
continue
the
present
requirement; to establish
courses designed to develop

McGovern traces sabotage
CLEVELAND (AP)-Sen
George
McGovern
said
yesterday the reported link
of White f'ouse chief of staff
K. R. Paldeman to an
alleged political sabotage
operation "means that this
whole ugly mess of corruption,
espionage
and
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sabotage is now squarely
traced to the lap of Richard
Nixon.''
The White l.'ouse denied
the
report
in
The
Washington
Post
that
l.'aldeman was one of those
in control of a fund to
finance
such
operations.
McGovern, however, picked
up the report and strongly
denounced
the
administration in speeches to a
labor rally in Milwaukee and
a largely student crowd
outside Cleveland State
University.

IF NIXON says he doesn't
know about the fund and the
sabotage
operation.
McGovern said, he should be
asked:
"Pave
you
lost
control completely of your
campaign and your administration?"
The
contentions
about
l.'aldeman,
Nixon's
top
White
Douse
assistant,
came just before the Democratic nominee's nationally
televised speech on corruption. It was taped earlier
for national showing last
night

ELECT THESE LEGISLATORS

"There won't be any doubt
after you've heard that
speech that we're putting
the
responsibility
right
squarely on one Richard
Nixon," the South Dakota
senator told reporters in
Milwaukee.
The Democratic nominee
also said in Milwaukee, on a
television
interview
program, that the two issues
of corruption and Vietnam
"are going
to
tip this
election to Sargent Shriver
and myself."
BUT WHILE continuing to
contend that any Vietnam
settlement
Nixon
might
achieve now could have

come
four
years
ago.
McGovern put his main
stress through the day on
corruption. Ha spoke in Wisconsin. Ohio and Michiganthree states crucial to his
uphill election hopes
"I
say
that
every
American, whether he's a
Republican, Democrat or an
independent, ought to be
alarmed
when
the perversion of our political
process, the wiretapping,
the espionage, the sabotage
is traced right into the White
House and to the top man
who sits day after day at the
President's
right
hand,"
McGovern went on.

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE-tl.W • ID'S REQUIRED!
SUNDAY - OPENING TIL 1 P.M. ■ ADULTS tl«t

-STAftfVM

Cinema 1*2

»-

reading comprehension and
to discuss cultural readings
in English, to reduce the
requirement from 20 to 12
quarter hours; to provide
the opportunity to fulfill the
requirement by spending
one quarter in a foreign
language program abroad;
or to drop the language
requirement.

John
G.
Schmitz,
American
Independent
Party (AIP) presidential
candidate, will speak at 4:30
p.m. Monday, Oct. 30, in the
Grand Ballroom. Union. The
talk is sponsored by Cultural
Boost
In his campaign. Schmitz
is stressing what he calls the
administration's
"loose
commitments" in foreign
policy as well as the "duplicity of downplaying Communist . China's extensive
heroin traffic."

He has introduced several
bills into the House of
Representatives,
including
one which would strip the
federal courts of the power
to order school busing and
one which would remove
from the federal courts all
cases
involving welfare
eligibility, drug abuse, pornography, obscenity, abortion,
prayer
and
Bible
reading in public schools.

On the domestic scene,
Schmitz argues that the
government-and not labor
or business-" is the principal
culprit in causing inflation."
and generally promotes the
concept that "the government that governs least
governs best."
Schmitz was named the
AIP candidate after Alabama Gov. George Wallace
declined
to
accept
the
party's nomination.

on Involvement

CHARLES KURFESS

State Senate

Congress

State Representative

7 IS 9 30

Msgr George i'iggins will
give a guest lecture at the
Newman Center, 425 Thursiin Si ,Ii H p in Sunday
The title of the speech is
The Christian and Political
Involvement "
Msgr Wiggins is on the
board of directors for the
Center for Research and
Education
in
American
Liberties at Columbia University

politics in 1964 when he was
elected to the California
Stan- Senate. In 1966 he was
re-elected, and in June 1970.
he was elected to finish an
unexpired
U.S.
congressional term.

Pe is also chairman of the
Public Review Board for
negotiations between
the
United Auto Workers and
the AFL-CIO.
The speech is free and
open to the public.

LUM'S
Thursday Special

Submarine sandwich, french fries & salad
Reg. $1.79 for only $1.25 - Stadium View

HELD OVER - 2nd SMASH WEEK!
NOB-CM

Msgr. to talk

ENTERED

SCHMITZ

Air-conditioned For Your Comfort

DELBERT LATTA

Jeff
Sherman.
SBO
president, said his organization has not taken an
official position on either
referendum.

Schmitz to speak
on campus Mon.

■MR or unurr wmrAMoam

PAUL GILLMOR

The
referendums
are
sponsored by the Election
and Opinion Board of the
Student Body Organization
(SBOl
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-Liz Smith. Cosmopolitan Magazine
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McGovern machine slows pace
By Terry Ryan
Aiioclated Prtn Writer

McGovern's primary
campaigns has not been
there this fall
-The politically savvy
traveling troops who
followed the primaries from
state to state have been
dispersed and plugged into
various key states They are
spread thin
-The McGovern machine
now has the backing of the
Democratic party, but it has
not meant much in sonic
places
In Wisconsin, however,
the McGovern machine
appears to be running well
with local people who moved
into key spots vacated by top
campaign organizers who
left after the primary
President Nixon carried
the state by more than 60.000
votes in 1960 and 1968. but
key people in both camps
say the race this year is now
a toss-up.

Chugging through the
snows of New Hampshire,
picking up speed in
Wisconsin, rolling through
California, the campaign
machine of Sen George
McGovern was the political
wonder of the presidential
primaries.
What has happened to that
McGovern machine in the
presidential campaign?

°h'° S,a'* Un'y,,,i,y women play powder puff foolboll four
night, a wook on tho ortrfkiol turf of tho OSU stadium.
Naorty l.OOO mombonplay on 52 loom,.

OSU
WOrtien

A LOOK now at the
McGovern campaign in
three states where he won
important
primary
victories-Wisconsin. California and Massachusettsindicates major changes
since last spring:
-The flood of volunteers,
particularly from the
campuses, which fueled

theories help to assess business risk and government
economic and welfare policies

Alumni panelists to talk
on teaching alternatives
A discussion on alternatives to a teaching career will be
held at 8 tonight in 1104 Offenhauer A
Panelists will include Pete Palermo, head of national
advertising for Kodak Instamatic Cameras: Paula Piles,
editor of "History News," a national publication of state
and local history in Tennessee, William Day. assistant to
the publisher of the Toledo Blade: and Paul Windisch. head
of computer operations at the University
All arc University alumni
The discussion is sponsored by the English Advising
Office and Sigma Tau Delta, English honorary

The $98,100 prize was
shared equally by Prof. John
R. Hicks. 68,'ofOxford and
Prof Kenneth Arrow. 51.
whose associates at Harvard
University said his achievements include theoretical
proof
that
perfect
democracy can never be
possible.

A SIMILAR CANVASS is
now under way, but it is
running far behind the pace
of last spring's effort It
started later because of an
intensive voter registration
drive and has been slowed
by a lack of volunteers
Independent polls in
California and Massachusetts recently showed

MCGOVERN STAFFERS
in California frankly admit
the campaign machine there
broke down after the
primary.
"We were fantastically
disorganized in the primary
It all broke down after the
election." said Elmer
Cooper, who recently took
over McGovern's southern
California campaign
Cooper installed a highly
structured organization to
replace the flexible, often

Economists share Nobel
STOCKHOLM lAPt ■ The
Nobel Prize in economics
went yesterday to an American and a Briton whose

overlapping machinery of
the primary campaign With
party regulars filling many
key posts, the organization
is now more like a traditional
Democratic
campaign operation than the
McGovern machine of
primary days
The
canvass
of
Democratic voters in California conducted by
McGovern workers during
the primary was the
crowning achievement of
the McGovern machine

Arrow was the eighth
American to be honored in
this year's Nobel awards,
which are now completed,
and Hicks was the second
Briton
Arrow in 1962 belonged to
the Council of Economic Advisors to President
Kennedy

Official Questions and Issues Ballot

OFFICIAL CHARTER BALLOT
A Majority Affirmative Vote la Necessary for Passage

with
and

NO

Dave
Hazard

Fri. & Sat. 8:30 11:00
Oct. 27 & 28
Carnation Room.
Union

only 25c

Shall the proposed Charter, as reported by the
Charter Commission of the City of Bowhnq
Green, Ohio be adopted?

Prof. & Mrs. David Weinberg
Stadium View Apts.
223 Holley Drive, Apt. 221
Sunday, October 29

7:30 P.M.
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YES

we had them, but we don't,?
said McKean. "Those people
are all over the place We
have 49 other states to
campaign in now "
■ I
The strong Democratic
party in Massachusetts is
now officially oehind
McGovern. "There are
places where it has been a
real help." said McKean
"but it has not made much
difference in some places."
In some parts of Massachusetts.
McGovern
workers and party regulars
are not getting along
There are places, not
many, where the town chairman has just refused to cooperate." said Charles T
Flaherty, chairman of the
state Democratic party! "I
have also had complaints
from party people who
called McGovern offices,
offered to help and were
never contacted "

ALSO —
Friday Evening Services - Prout Chapel - 6:30 P.M.

BOWLING GREEN CITY
WOOD COUNTY

The Side Door

McGovern
trailing
President Nixon California,
with the largest bloc of
electoral votes in the nation.
45. is a swing state
McGovern's staffers said he
must carry. Massachusetts
is a traditionally Democratic state McGovern had
been expected to win with
ease
About 70 of McGovern's
migrating campaign organizers worked in local offices
throughout Massachusetts
during the final weeks of the
primary there Nearly all
moved on to more important
jobs as the campaign progressed.
Five people who worked in
Massachusetts are now
running
McGovern
campaigns in other states.
said John McKcan.
McGovern's Massachusetts
coordinator
"WE COULD USK them it

t&he Ben

Findlay,
Ohio

mMMx

SPECIAL BARGAIN NITE

THURSDAY

3 FOR 1 and 2 FOR 1
PLUS T.S. ELIOT
Thurs., Fri. and Sat.
One of Ohio's Top Bands - Returning from New York & Detroit

Canterbury Inn

OLD TIME MOVIES
DURING BAND BREAKS
Fri. and Sat. Nites
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Moratorium proposed

Nixon objects to busing
WASHINGTON lAP) President Nixon, bidding
anew for the votes of those
who oppose busing to
achieve school desegregation said yesterday "the
answer to inequities in our
educational system is to
spend more money on
learning and less money on
buying."
In a campaign speech
broadcast nationwide byradio. Nixon also had a message for those who favor
parochial and other non public schools
If re-elected, he said. I
am, irrevocably committed
to seeking tax credit legislation ' that would ease the
financial burden of parents
who pay tuition to schools
outride the public system
THK PRESIDENT also
pledged to press the next
Congress to pass legislation

that would place a moratorium on court-ordered
busing ,i measure he
described as having been
"filibustered to death in the
Senate by pro-busing senators in 1972
Nixon reported that under
his administration federal
outlays for education have
Increased by 70 per cent-to
' $15 7 billion from $9 billion.
However, he declared that
money is only part of the
answer." and that millions
of tax dollars have been
wasled on education programs "that did not work
because nol enough thought
and planning went into
them "
Noting that he has three
times vetoed what he
termed excessive education
spending legislation. Nixon
said:
"It is very easy for politicians lo call for fresh mil-

lions to be allocated for
every new education
spending proposal that spins
out of an ivory tower.
The myth that all
problems can be solved by
throwing money at them is
not easily dispelled. But the

President of the United
States must carefully weigh
the cost of new proposals
against their merits."
Nixon said he seeks the
twin goals of "quality education for all and an end to
racial discrimination."

Letter bombs turning up
By The Associated Press
Letter bombs began
turning up yesterday In
various parts of the Middle
East, including three in
Israel addressed to President Nixon, Secretary of
state William P. Rogers and
Defense Secretary Melvin R.
Laird. Israeli police defused
the bombs.
Police sources in Israel
said they did not believe the

explosives letters were the
work of infiltrators Arab
authorities could not say
where the letter bombs were
mailed.
Police sources in London
said there were signs Arab
terrorists planned a new
mail
bomb campaign
against the Israelis during
the Christmas and New
Year's holiday, when mails
are heavy.

Banana
party

rwwfpvwfv wf Mil C#fC«i#
Tony Duda, junior (Ed.), grew a «p»«ch during hi* campaign for prosidont of a
University art doss. Tho assignment was to bo croathfo while using art luppJiat
Duda roprosont* tho Banana Party.

U.S. curtails N. Viet bombing

LASALLE'S
Because you asked for it...
We will now be open

Thursday till 9 p.m.
Now through Thanksgiving

SAIGON I API - Enemy
forces intensified their
attacks across South Vietnam yesterday while the
United States further curtailed its bombing of North
Vietnam as an apparent
peace gesture.
Rocket barrages slammed

into the northern port city of
Da Nang. two province capitals and two district towns,
killing one American civilian and 26 Vietnamese An
American civilian and 109
Vietnamese were wounded
North Vietnamese and
Viet Cong infantry units

VETERANS CLUB
Organizational Meeting
Thursday 7:30 PM
Oct. 26
EDBLDG. Rm. 114
NON VETERANS. VETERANS INVITED

maintained pressure on
hamlets and villages along
Highways 1 and 13, within 25
miles of Saigon, and on

Bicycle tags
Bicycle tags are now
available for $1 at the Campus Safety office, parking
bureau.
Sgt. Melvin Jones said the
tags are good for the lifetime of the bike. All bicycles
in the city must be registered
"Bicycles should be registered to provide identification if lost.'' he said
The parking bureau is
located at 104 Commons and
is open Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

TWO-DAY PRE-INVENTORY
RECORD SALE

$ 1 oo

of i

WHAT IS THIS GIRL THINKING?
1. Why Doesn't He Leave Me Alone?
2. I Thought Things Would Be Different In B.G.
3. I Wonder If He's Subscribed To The 73 KEY

Our Price on all
Regular Stock Records

THE BIG BIRD
$

'Prices from the
Fabulous 50's"

$

5.98 List
4.44 Our Reg. Price
$
3.44 Sale Price

VOID AFTER 11/1/72
WOCOOBQOOOPW

FALCON PIZZA

WBGU to air special
on proposed charter
The proposed city charter, up for approval at a special
election Oct. 31. will be the subject of a WBGU-TV. Channel
70. production. "The Home Rule Decision.''
The hour-long program will be aired tonight at 7
The program will explain the work of the City Charter
Commission, and the changes it proposes It will also
provide an outlet for questions from Bowling Green voters
Dave Mathews. Bowling Green editor of WBGU-TV. will
host the show.
Representing the Charter Commission will be Bertha
Younkin. chairman. Daniel Reddin III. Raymond Yeager
andl.yleB Wright
During the program, viewers may phone in their o»estions
or comments to 372-2676.

Pommerette
Info Nite
INTERESTED?

Come to 115 Ed. Bldg.
9 P.M. - WED., NOV. 1st

CONGRATULATIONS
TO OUR NEW
PHI MU ACTIVES!

Thurs., Oct. 26 and
Fri., Oct. 27 Only

Joni Wood
Margaret Otten
Sherri Rea
Marcia Woodfill
Kathie Fisher

HAPPY HOMECOMING COUPON
NOT GOOD FOR DELIVERY-

THE U.S. COMMAND
reported 100 bombing raids
Tuesday over North Vietnam, compared to 120
Monday and 140 Sunday It
refused comment on the curtailment, but sources said it
was ordered by President
Nixon as a gesture of good
will during the current
peace talks
Air strikes over the North

had averaged 250-300 a day
before the visit of I!enry A.
Kissinger.
President
Nixon's national security
advisor, to Saigon for talks
with President Nguyen Van
Thieu on secret peace negotiations with the North Vietnamese.
All air raids Tuesday were
below the 20th Parallel. 75
miles south of Hanoi This
was also the bombing boundary in President Lyndon B
Johnson's partial bombing
halt of 1968

Example

SEZ

.50 OFF ANY LARGE
2 item PIZZA
.75 OFF ANY EXTRA-LARGEj
2 item PIZZA

government positions north
and south of Pleiku in the
central highlands

Kathy Snowder
Susie Hoover
Barb Duff
Carla Sheldon
Sherri Wadd

University Bookstore
Student Services Building

SHA-NA-NA
and The O' Jays

TONITE - 9 P.M. Mem. Hall
s

3.00 - $3.50 on sale in Union Ticket Office

Thurtfey, Oct#W M. If 71, ftg M MM*/** ?'

Alumni to lecture classes tomorrow
About 30 alumni will be guest
lecturers in more than 25 classes
and seminars tomorrow as part
of this year's "UNcoming"
activities
The alumni will be teaching in
classes related to the jobs they
now hold
The second annual alumni
teaching program is sponsored
by the Alumni Association and
the Parents Club
James Lessig. director of
alumni services, said he'd like to
expand the program to the point
where virtually all classes are
taught by qualified alumni on the
day before homecoming
The classes will be open to all
interested students, he said
Tomorrow's
schedule
includes
Mnaagtnnt
Management 300--Calvin
Batlon. vice president of the
Hoover Company, and Nick
Mileti. owner of the Cleveland
Indians. Cavaliers. Barons and
Crusaders. 8 a.m.. 110 Business
Administration Bldg

Ait

Romaace Laagaaget

Art 311. 411. 511-Robert
Beach, partner in Beach.
McKenna
Design
and
Advertising. 10 a.m.. Fine Arts
Bldg

Spanish 352-Richard Curry,
professor, the College of
Steubenville. noon. 300 Men's
Gym.
Spanish 371-Richard Curry. 11
am. 129 Life-Science Bldg

Education
Paysto

Education 402. 408. 409-Dr
Robert Bennett, assistant
superintendent of Jefferson
schools, and Charles Kurfess.
speaker of the Ohio t'ouse of
Representatives. 10 am . 115
Education Bldg

Physics 100--Dr Harold Davis,
physicist at the Oak Ridge
National Lab. 10 am. 220 MathScience Bldg.
Physics 441-Dr Davis. 11
am , 226 Overman Pall.
Physics 580--Dr Davis. 3 p.m..
269 Seminar Room

Education 409--David Martin,
executive vice president of the
School Board Association of
Ohio. 1 p.m.. 115 Education Bldg

Eagllih
English 304- Dr
JR.
LeMaster. professor of English.
Defiance College. 1 p m .
University Pall

Education 302. 408. 409~Carol
Smith, assistant professor at
Western Michigan University. 9
a.m.. Education Bldg

Career Planning SeminarWilliam Day. assistant to the
publisher. Toledo Blade. Paula
Piles, managing editor of
Pistorv News, and Paul

Education 451 --Dr. 1'al
MrUrady. professor of speech.
Northwestern University. 1:30
p.m .Ice Arena

Windisch, operations director at
the University. 8 am. not
Offenhauer.
MM
Journalism 310-Don Tindall.
manager of Publications.
Southern States Co-Operative,
Inc.. 9 a.m.. 204 Moseley Pall
Journalism 312-William Day.
10a.m. 300 Moseley Pall
Health aad
Physical Edacalion
PPE 480-Frances Williamson.
Ohio Department of Pealth. 10
a.m.. 255 Memorial Pall.
School & Community PealthFrances Williamson. 1 p.m.. 260
Memorial Pall.

Joseph Zingale. executive for
Radio Industry. II a.m., Ill
South Pall
Seminar-Dr Roger Kasten.
professor of audiology. Wichita
State University, and Dr.
Herbert Oyer. chairman of the
College of Communications at
Michigan State University. 9
a.m.. Pink Dogwood Room.
Union.
Seminar-Dr Oyer and Dr
Kasten. 1 30pm . South Pall
Seminar--Vernon Stroud.
department of speech pathology.
University of Cincinnati. 10 a m .
109 Business Administration
Bldg
Political Science

Research
Procedures-Paul
Vogel. health and physical
education. Michigan State
University. 10 a.m.. Puman
Performance Lab. Men's Old
Gym.

Political Science 101-Charles
Kurfess, 2 p.m.. 305 Moselev
Pall
State Government 331-Charles
Kurfess. II am. 400 Moseley
Pall and 1 p.m . 408 Moselev
Pall

Speech

Gealogy

McGookey. chief geologist for
Texaco. Inc., 10 a.m., 68
Overman Hall.
Seminar-Dr McGookey. noon.
70 Overman Hall
Seminar-Dr. McGookey. 2
p.m..70Overman Hall.
Quantitative Annlytli
and Control
Seminar-Charles Nelson,
computer science area of
Eastman Kodak Co., noon, 108
Psychology Bldg.
Seminar-Charles Nelson. 3
p.m . 210 Math -Science Bldg

Geology

311- Dr

Donald

Algebra" 403 -Dr. Gary
Sherman, assistant mathematics
professor. Rose Polytechnic
Institute. 2 p.m . 300 MathScience Bldg.
Colloquim Lecture--Dr.
Sherman. 4 p.m.. 459 MathScience Bldg.

Industrial Psychology-Robert
Taylor, industrial relations. 10

Grants reach $1 million
Public service grants
totaled $476,946 and came
from the Cleveland Public
Schools, the Ohio Department of Education, the

Over $1 million in grants
and contracts was awarded
to the University from July 1
through Sept 30. 1972 The
total grant figure of
11.050.182.66 was nearly
$225,000 more than the
amount awarded for the
same period last year.

Department of Pealth.
Education and Welfare, the
Ohio Arts Council and the
Ohio Department of Urban
Affairs

HOMECOMING
DINNER/DANCE
SATURDAY, OCT. 28

Government student aid
awards totaled $369,486
Privately sponsored research grants from the
American Heart Association, the Ohio Biological Survey and the Ford Foundation
totaled $44,388
Federally
sponsored
grants came Irom the Public
Health Service and the National Science Foundation,
and totaled over $90,000
Salary grants (or the period
amounted to $5,599 and institutes and workshops
received $1,866

DINNER - 4:30-6:00 PHEASANT RM
DANCE - 8:00-12:00
GRAND BALLROOM
MATURING

"FRESH AIR"
TICKETS UNION TICKET OFFICE
DINNER & DANCE $5 per petson
DANCE (ONLY) $1 50 per person

Save the News
MOON OVER C0NKLIN
PROM OF THE YEAR
HELD IN CONJUNCTION WITH PR0UT AND McDONALD QUAD

Music by Corruptors
Free beer -• Prizes

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
8:30 xtil ? in the Commons
Tickets Available At

DRAG 1.00

CONKLIN
PROUT

STAG .50

MCDONALD QUAD

"Buy A Pizza
Buy A Special"
at Dominos
n

With Every Pizza (Large or Small)
Receive a Free Dominos Dollar."

Good on a Large Pepperoni, Mushroom
or Cheese Pizza, On Super Tuesday, Oct. 31,1972

Call 352-5221

a.m., 327 Psychology Bldg.
Callage Stwkat Pen—tl
Seminar-Dr. Jack Wilson,
college personnel at Oakland
University, 10 a.m.. 218
Education Bldg
Home Economic!
Family Finance 40V-Pabl
Wolfram, stock broker for Bell &
Beckwith, 11 a.m.. 207 Pome
Economics Bldg
BlllHIl

Mathematics

Psychology
Introduction to Broadcasting-

M

apple sauce!!!
Crisis phone 352-plus

Panel discussion for dedication
of new Business Administration
Bldg 4pm :
Calvert Batton; Adele
Kihlken. Internal Revenue
Service; Jay Merkle. vice
president of TelePrompter
Corp, Nick Mileti: Peter
Palermo, Charles Shankhn.
attorney for George. Greek,:King,
McMahon
and-;
McConnaughey; Paul Wolfram-:
and Joseph Zingale.

Pog. 8

Th« BG New,, Thuraday, October 26, 1972

•"••:•

Placement interviews, Nov. 6-10

Sign-up for Ihr following
job interviews will begin
Monday. Oct 30 in the
forum. Student Services
Bldg Sign up for non-school
schedules
ibusiness.
government and graduate
schools) will be from 12 301:30 p.m
and school
schedules from 4-5 p.m.

BUSINESS

US in Bus Adm.. Econ.,
Kin. Mgmt. Mktg MBA
with emphasis in Acctg and
Kin
Seidman & Seidman -■
Accounting majors
Texaco - Geologist - B. M.
I) , (Jeophysicist - B. M
Burroughs Corporation -Dec and Mar. graduales/BS
and MBA
in Mktg
interested in Sales.
NOVEMBER 7

NOVKMBKH'B
Continental National Bank
& Trust Co. BS. M.S. MBA
' in Acctg and Econ for
Auditing and Bond Sales
General Telephone Co of
Ohio - BS in Bus Adm .
Mktg. Math. Gen. Bus and
related areas
National Bank ol DCII.MI

National Election Day No Interviews,
NOVEMBER 8
Eastman Kodak Co. -BA BS Acctg , Bus Adm,,
Econ . Kin . Iiul Mgmt and
Prod., Math, Bus Stat , Sell

ALL DAY
MALT SHOP

and Sales Mgmt.
City National Bank of
Detroit •- BBA: Bus.,
Acctg.,
Econ. /Journalist/MBA only in Kin
Owens Coming Kiberglas - B and M interested in
corporate staff functions or
manufacturing staff work
Any B interested in Sales
Lincoln National Life BS/MS Group Sales Mgr ,
BS Math Compu Prog.
BBA Gen Adm . BS
Underwriting.
Hike's -- Retailing Mjrs..
B. Mktg., Mgmt and Adm .
Acctg.,
Communications
Arts, Gen. Bus., and Liberal
Arts. Spec. Prog, for MBAs.
Strouss Dept. Store - Any
Degree interested in Retail
Mgmt.
Kord Motor Co - BS/Ind
and Prod. Mgmt., Proe. and
Materials MBA Gen Bus.
Also BS/Bus Stat.. Gen
Bus . Econ.. Kin.. Acctg..
Ind and Prod. Mgmt . Adm
Sci.. Gen. Tech.

Hoover Co - BA Acctg .
All Bus. Adm. areas.
Libbey-Owens-Kord - B,
Sales. Sales Mgmt.. Mktg
Bendix Corporation - BS
or MBA in Acctg.

NOVEMBER 9
Eastman Kodak Co. - See
Nov. 8 listing
Norfolk & Western - B
Compu. Sci.. Econ.. Mgmt
iProc and Materialsi. or
QAC Also. B. M. Econ. B.
Mgmt . Mktg.
Dana Corporation -- B. in
Acctg B. in Finance w/12
semester hrs in Acctg
Also. Acctg Mjrs in junior
year for summer intern
CNA Insurance - BS or
BA Business or Insurance
Stouffer Foods
- B.
interested in Sales and Prod
Personnel offers
Mgmt
Self-Development Program"
I'askins & Sells. CPAs -Acctg. Mjrs. must have or

willing to get certification.
Montgomery
Ward
i Corporate Office I -- B. Bus
Adm Mktg MBA Also.
Journalism, Advertising and
Kng.
Montgomery
Ward
(Regional Office) - BS or
BA interested in Retail
Management.

Carnation Co. - No report
yet
General Tire & Rubber
Co. - BS. Mgmt (Prod, and
Ind. I. Acctg.
Touche-Ross - B. M in
Acctg.
Meadin & Moore -- Acctg
Mjrs - no detailed report
yet.

NOVEMBER 10

AGENCIES
LEGES

General Electric - B
Candidates interested in
Financial Mgmt. Program
It
interested
in
Manufacturing

< i.pi

,.
.'
13
16
I i

AT SPECIAL
PRICES

--V O T E-• Your vote today can determine
future homecoming proceedings
Also
• Your Opinion on the foreign language
requirement will be polled
ID Required

9:00 AM to 5:30 PM

**"" ..
>
1
1
l '" ,,. ;'
lamblike
1Lily in W. In.1,..
Radio and TV
duo: I'hra.r.

)

' ■l

I

14

28

7 pi,,. Phra.r.

.11

II) Europ. country.
II Copper roina
of |,,|v
12 Namr.akr. of a
Camelot lady.
13 German aunt.

•'"•
M 6» Arrii.. rvrni.
M Amend.
'» <•'«'
"P
'helpl.
.11 One of the
Artaim.
III \ African iri-.
II Paragon.
II Give the third
'•<•(""■
II Iiirki.h name for
Ailrianmilt-.
15 llurrowin.
animal.
16 Sacred planl of
India.
1 ' Talk MIHIHinm.
.1 I'ray: l.al
52 Indifferent.
51 Money -pent.
SI llodirr.
011 Mum. 11 game.,
BIT,
62 llnrrdmn.
63 Croup
1 together 1.
,.1 M....\. ..

18 Poor.
22 Rarkhonr.
25 Gardener, at
lime..
27 Maritime rourla.
28 CninlereMin*.
2" River into ihr
1 banii.
|| Knlre.ly.
32 11,11 rinjer.
35 (;o off.
36 Mempbi.'river.
17 01 .,,.,,,..
]9 Nire farewell,
12 Same in wording,
form. elr.
43 Rork V roll
<|uartet.
16 Major of radio
fame.
47 Praying figure.
4R Aboriginal of
ihe we-l Indira.
.11 I'lriaar.
53 Shed a- fealhen..
55 Wear well.
56 African gaielle,
pa DI
i_r. ...

1.6 Engineer'!
-rhool, f»,r -l.oil,
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61
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Middletown Board of
Education. O. -- All areas.

w

13

g J„ri„
q 0n a limb: Phraae.

NOVEMBER 9

18

■

III

-" <}»""'■" <"•">
*M":
it Hnn for Rovrr.
2C (cinimrnilation.
-'" Trirkrd.
II ll.id .„ni|i...l.,ii

SCHOOLS

r~F~nnTr~Tr—

PO

3 Utbai.blr.
4 Minor trim
plavrr.
-, Ab..lom'» .rmy
..plain
ft Swamp.

-II Marhinr loci..
■U Adam or Mar.

There is more to this
election than the
Queen

'
17

Commotion.
DOWN
| Adjertive .uffix
2
Tadrma.
Enajinh painter.

U.S. Navy Recruiting
Station -- See Nov. 8 listing.

U.S. Navy Recruiting
Station - See Nov 8 listing
US
Coast Guard Seniors and graduates
• Department of Navy
Intelligence -- Direct
commission for ex-GIs
seeking commission and

'.' Gen 1 riM.HI ' 00)
07

NOVEMBER 10

NOVEMBER 9

University of
Akron.
College of Law -• Students

U ''""P'd.

JAZZ, ROCK, JAMES NICHOLS,
AND YOUR REQUEST TAKEN AT
2-2418, LISTEN TONIGHT FROM
11 -2 A.M. ON WFAL - 680AM

U.S. Navy Recruiting
Station - No sign up Visit
University Hall.

NOVEMBERS

ACROSS
1 M.
1 foot.
.') Ivory Count
raildnui Ahl.r.
' I'nrnpfried

re-

NOVEMBER 8

COL-

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

CARDINAL ROOM
MALTS
SUNDAES
SHAKES
BANANA SPLITS

AND

officers seeking
commission

interested in law degree.
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THE WIZARD OP ID

by Brant parkvr and Johnny hnrt

MEN'S GYM 10/26/72

STEPHEN STILLS

MANASSAS

«w CLaSSIFIED <•»
( ^MPIIS CALENDAR

CHRIS

DALLAS

HILLMAN

TAYLOR

IIHMM1.IV

OriM i'i;j

Bowlmg Gretti VoUcyball Club, 4pm. Men's Gym
IM.II ilit-(ni .iii inififsiiHi malendfrfradiMiaM

PAUL

SAMUELS

HARRIS

Surtowg) ivi'i Chrutlan ScMncc Oi^niuUofl ^ 30pm.

PERKINS

LALA

by

Phihp

t'onneaut free parking tt3
9932

Dell., hou>f plf.i-c phone 2

mist KaraieClnb 7<gpm, Forum,SindentServicesBMg
Table Tennis t'lub ;-iopm. lift Women's Hldg open to
anyone
Veterans fiub. '

:»>P'»

IU

Education Bid*

Reward kwl Muc nun icoal
p.irsh Beer Blast Utt-SaH
HIDES

Riders nee\led to Sidney who
will share expenses Fridav
(K-t 27 Call Rev 353 9232

COLLEGE STUDENTS •
need money" Montgomery
Ward & Co
requires
progressive sales people on
the campus Work your own
hours Obtain commission
on over
130.000
items
Outstanding opportunity for
right
person
Apply
at
Montgomery Ward Co. 178S
Main. Bowling Green. Ohio
Ask for Lois Kazaha

Wanted waitresses and or
delivery men.
apply in
person
1004
S
Main
Pagliai s
ATTN
Freshmen & Soph
bus
majors
Acquire
valuable
experience
working as an advertising
salesman (or the BG News.
1061'niversity Pall
Mother's helper needed 1
child. It hswk. 2-apm Call
353-9322 after 2pm
PERSONALS
Special 8 lb dry cleaning
$2 25
STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT - 2 doors
I rom Lums
Today > special at Lums is
submarine sandwich, french
fries and salad lor only $1 25
Because we have a tailor in
our store we can gel your

i5**T and K'v'' i|s ■ «|i"1

8 n. u

K

r VPES

Itesl pi tCC .ind best seleelion
»3 99 and up at Kinders
Tapes \2*\ \|.lin

whi'tf loliml it '
60 washers & dryers
Stadium Plaza Laundromat.
2 doors from Lums
Weekly earnings male \
female Blood Plasma Donor
Center
610
Monroe St
Toledo. Ohio hrs Mon-KriS
5 open Thurs nites till 9pm
ph2SS-3US

English Idvising Office a.- Stgma TM ivita. 8pm. H04
International Folk Dance, 8 30-iopm. 105 Women s Bldg
Free w ei \ one welcome

sn.uk itereo tapes $-t ■'•»'
Call 3M-I835 or 372-02*6
neckdayi f« catalog

Morton

CampwCntHdeforChrtM Tom, Pacnlly Lountjc

HELP WANTED

PRE-SALE STUDENTS J4.00 - NON-STU. $5.75
AT DOOR STUDENTS $4.50 - NON-STU. *6.25

RINGS

Would nboever took the
daggei from the K.ippj

Need "lie to Pitcagn anj
weekend will paj call 354

-AFTER FOOTBALL GAME -

NEED ,i * hi lite* Win
build -Mill plexiglass shell
$20 3M-60R.

UT

14 Dtc U " dayi ft nitei
\nv BGS1 uadrai $2»7
Inlormaiion rntrvattooi

THE WORKING i'\M>
CRAFT CENTER
SIS

6«I5

SAT., NOV. 4 -10:15 P.M. ■ FIELD HOUSE

Sponsored h\ I'AO ft ski
club

WEDDING

i \u \u>u uin HoUday

I*imil t'h.ipf I \ Icsliiiimiidl tiuvlmi; O\H-I\ hull

Offenhauet \ Careers in English seminars

JOE

si»:n t KO Ollto in Ocl :.d

Cl'STOM

OMBIO

lu.sr Pencmg Club 7pm, S gym, Women's iiidg Mi
miereatcd persons tm itiii

FUZZY

alirr.itinns done by hr.dj\
or Saturday II you nt'ed a
I'omecominK
MIU
stop
down
to J D
Madar
(ientlemens
("lolhiers.
downtown llowhnit l.reen

Kngagemenl portraits Call
353-SB85 PAGER STllDIO'S
Tl'RK-Pey
SMOOTI"
Proud your my BIG
You
are" the all-time KLAMKK
Let's bust em' sometime
Forever let em' roll" Your
little i;
Make reservations lor your
Fraternity and Sorority teas
upstairs at (he C I plenty of
good dates OPEN
Barbie, couldn't have a
better big Glad to be a pan
of you and Jill DZ love
Carol
RUN LIKE PELL
MonFn we jog 2 miles at
either 6 30am or 10pm guys
& gals Join us Steve 3541615
Peace
Corps or Vista
volunteers
to work as
ACTION
campus
representative Call collect
419-259-7442

Dial a Dialogue Would like
to
meet
somebody
interested
in
dream
psychology 353-1681

BO-t'lMBA -Pussywillows
Defensive manol the yeai
Congratulation i Kappa
i vit.i s on luggMg ii> \ I.-ifn
L.G nndG I
Jude.

64 Karnunn Ghla, rough
body, bcautilul soul $27!>.
SU 7H22

71 Cornet 4 dr red sedan 6
cyi Mandard shiit n.ooo
original owner, clean
.152-0703 after 5

ph

you re .1 swell big

Glad to be a part ol the
familv DZ love, little Jill
dee at oblo wf-levan you
were o k but al bg you re
greek-l nun great! congrats
on activation katnt

\usiin Mealy Sprue hard top
lor sale $75100 call 352 3239
after 5pm
Wanted ■ girl lo share 1
bdrm partially turn apt in
Village Green No smoking
(all 352-0918

FOR SALE OR RENT
Garage Sale (Vt 26 31st 10
8pm
pictures
bottles.
trunks hundreds 0l books X
much mis*- I block south ot

ConklmSU Baldwin
RECORDS
I ncmnparable selection .it
uneomparable prices
Ml
$5 98 list LP'S $3 59 Pot &
new I.P s
Sant.ma
^ es
Savoy Brown Cat Stevens
John Denver. George Carlm
and much more Find your
music at Finders Records
128 N Main
Airplane Club Member Utlp
I em 182 & ISO based at
BO \irport Call 691 3515 or
882 1338 Mr Spenee
4 14 chrome slotted wheels
litalIGM autos352-6763

DIAMOND stereo needles
Full selection at Finders
Records 128 N Mam

M
roommate
needed
immed $50 mo all util pd
352-6614 Jack
F
roommate needed
immed $70 mo own room
Jane 352-7320
Large Pouse near campus
lor rent $250 mo The Putch
Pet Shop 354-9603
For
rent
12x65
housetrailer
in excellent
condition, renting from Jan Sept
$165
mo
Call
Perrysburg 874-7366 after
5pm
For rent 3 br house Modern

wni sacrifice $195 mo 3525170
Need an aprtmenf Come to
Greenview 1 or 2 bedrooms
&
some efficiencies
available ask for Wally or
call 352-1195

Thursday, Oct*b*r 36. 1973, Th. BO News/Pag* f

UNcoming' to mirror
past years, events

Grease

Who put the bop in th* bop-ih*-bop-ih*-bop? Who put th* ram in th* cam a
lam-o-ding-dong? Bowling 6f**n't trip back lo th* ftfti*« will b* highlight*d
by this *v*ning'( performance by Sha No Na.

Nostalgia is sweeping
•cms-; the country and
everyone seems to be
cashing in on its appeal
Newsweek magazine says
a revival of the fifties is
"swirling across the nation
like a Hula-Hoop"
Today the hoop encircles
Bowling Green with the
advent of "Uncoming 72."
"We're the only campus
that is having any success at
making something today out
of something that was yesterday." Roy Shafer. chairman of 'UNcuming '72,"
•aid
"Homecoming is pretty
much dead and gone, but 1
think UNcoming' has a
chance "

Musical spectrum increased
The Bowling Green State
University audience has
been exposed to both ends of
the musical spectrum but
not enough to the middle,
according to Wendell Jones.

assistant professor of performance studies
Jones said while both
classical and top 40
recording artists have appeared regularly at the Uni-

Don
Mk
cempo**r-arror.g«t
for ttt*
Acodamy-aword
winning
"French
Connection" will b* conducting a workshop
and performing on campus, Sunday, Oct. 29.

versity in the past, the campus community hasn't had
an opportunity to see performers in the jazz field
Jones said he is trying to
correct this problem by
initiating a unique jazz
series on campus
The new program will
begin Sunday with an
appearance by Don Kills,
arranger-composer of the
score for the Academy
Award winning film
'' French Connection
In future programs, the
series will feature various
musicians in informal afternoon discussion-clinic sessions in addition to formal
evening concerts
The School of Music, in
cooperation with the University's Office of Continuing
Education and Union Activities Organization lUAO).
will present Ellis and his 22piece band, the Gary Burton
Quartet, the Art Van
Damme (juintel and the
Buddy Rich Band during the
series.
The programs are aimed
at an audience of "middle

range" music fans. Jones
said
AN UNUSUAL aspect of
the series is that students
will have an opportunity not
only to listen to a jazz concert, but also to meet and
talk with the performers
Last March the School of
Music made its first attempt
at the clinic-concert format
with a campus appearance
by trumpeter Maynard
Ferguson
An afternoon clinic held in
the Union attracted both
high school and music students who were able to discuss music with Ferguson
and members of his band
"Instead of just being
entertained.
students
learned from the musicians
and got better acquainted
with their style." Jones
said. The discussion sessions
gave a "human" dimension
to the evening performance
as well, he added
BECAUSE of the success
of the experiment, the new
jazz series is patterned in

'Insanity open' was very quiet
By Barb Bracker
Featare Writer
Thirty-five men spent
almost 35 continuous hours
in the Commuter Center
Saturday and Sunday, but
the noise never gave them
away
The occasion was the
BGSU
Peoples Chess
Federation's insanity open
and the noise level was
roughly equivalent to that
moment when the minister
intones. "Let us pray."
LIKE SO MANY Borises
and Bobbys, the players
assumed various positions of
intense concentration One
young man in a plaid flannel
shirt rocked rhythmically
back and forth in his chair
and stared at the chess
board as his opponent
considered his next move
Another
competitor
sucked thoughtfully on a pen

as he intently mapped out
his strategy
The tournament, which
was the first United States
Chess Federation rated
tournament held at the
University, began at 9 am
Saturday and continued until
8 pin Sunday Individual
rounds were scheduled at
five-hour intervals.
BY
LATE Saturday
afternoon, most of the
players seemed none the
worse for the competition
And it looked like the Union
and the Moseley Hall pop
machines were in great
financial
shape, judging
from the stacks of paper
cups and plates
Most of the games lasted
about three hours Although
the paperwork involved in
making pairings took up
much time, it allowed
players at least a short
respite from the matches

By I am Sunday, people
seemed to be leaning their
heads on their hands a little
more often, and the
movement of one of the
chess pieces sounded like a
door being slammed.
The situation had deteriorated by 3 am as the
lounge of the Commuter
Center took on the appearance of the site of an upcoming slumber party.
Pillows
and
blankets
adorned almost every piece
of available furniture.
EVERYONE was busy in
the room where the
tournament was taking
place--except for two
stalwarts who were having a
practice game.
As the tournament drew to
a close Sunday, people
started to leave the
Commuter Center with their
belongings. One foggy-eyed
man.
apparently wellprepared for the seige, left

people to see...
THE "WHIZ KIDS," a
music duo which has been
described as "a five-man
band with two people." will
appear in concert at 9 p.m.
tomorrow in Memorial Hall
The duo consists of Pat
McCaffery. a graduate of
the University of Michigan's
Music School, who often
plays organ, electric piano
and saxophone simultaneously when not singing lead,
and Ken Michalik. who
received his degree in music
from Eastern Michigan
University and plays drums
and shares the vocals
The concert, sponsored by
Cultural Boost, is free and
open to the public
A PORTION of an
interview with Herb Klein.
White House director of
communications
for
President Nixon, will be pre-

sented during the "Update"
news program tonight at
5 30 on WBGU-TV.
Klein taped the interview
earlier today at WBGU-TV
studios
The entire interview will
be aired Thursday. Nov. 2 at
7 p in as part of an hourlong
Ohio-This Week
special The program will
also feature an interview
with Gordon Weil, executive
assistant to Sen. George
McGovern.
CHRIS MILLER, contri
buting editor to the National
Lampoon, will discuss
writing satire at 8 p.m.
Monday. Oct 30, in the
Grand Ballroom. Union
Miller has been a successful comedy actor as well as
magazine writer
In addition to writing and
editing the monthly humor

magazine for a little more
than two years, he collaborated
with
National
Lampoon's other editors on
three anthologies of articles
from the magazine
He also contributed to a
record album, "National
Lampoon's Radio Dinner."
which
was
recently
released.
Monday's
program,
sponsored by the Union
Activities Organization, is
free and open to the public.

THE

UNIVERSITY

Symphony
Orchestra
conducted by Emil Raab.
director of orchestra activities, will present its first
concert of the fall season
Sunday, at 2:30 p.m. in the
Main Auditorium. University Hall.

with a relatively large plaid
suitcase.
Although no one from the
University won any of
tournament's $100 in total
cash prizes. Steve Paal.
president of BGSU People's
Chess
Federation,
sponsored by
Union
Activities
Organization
(UAO) termed the open a
"smashing success."
"You have to be a chess
fanatic to be able to
appreciate a tournament
like this." Paal said.

much the same way as the
spring clinic-concert.
Jazz artists appearing
during the series will hold
discussion sessions at 4:30
p.m on the day of their
evening concert in the
Union The clinic sessions
will be free and open to all
interested persons
"The afternoon session
isn't structured," Jones
said, adding that "the informal format allows individual performers to gear the
discussion to their audience
and their own perferences."
IV said most of the musicians will play a few pieces
during the afternoon session
as well.
ONE OF THE most innovative musicians on the contemporary scene. Ellis will
include an electronically
amplified string quartet
when he performs Sunday.
A winner of the "New
Star" award in the International Jazz Critics Poll in
IB62. he and his band have
been nominated for four
Grammy Awards and have
won the "Album of the
Year" award from Downbeat Magazine for their
"Electric Bath" album
Ellis has appeared as solo
trumpet with the National
Symphony and the Los
Angeles Philharmonic,
under Leonard Bernstein.
The Ellis band has
appeared in
countries
throughout the world and
has been featured on the Ed
Sullivan Show as well as in a
television special from
Tanglewood. Mass
General admission tickets
for the concert, at $3. are on
sale at the Union ticket
office or can be purchased at
the door.

places to go...
Featured soloist on the
program will be baritone
Andreas Poulimenos of the
School of Music voice
faculty.
The orchestra will open
the program with a performance of
Copland's
"Fanfare for the Common
Man.''
followed by
Beethoven's "Symphony No.
5 in C Minor. Op 67"
Poulimenos'
operatic
arias will include "Non piu
.null .ii from Mozart's "The
Marriage of
Figaro".
"Romance and Troika"
from "Lieutenant Kije" by
Prokofieff; and "Largo al
factotum" from Rossini's
'"Barber of Seville."
The concert will close
with Brahm's "Academic
Festival Overture. Op 80 '

The public is invited to
attend at no charge.
TICKETS ARE still
available for "Jesus Christ
Superstar."
which
is
returning to Toledo Masonic
Auditorium for performances
tomorrow
through Sunday
The rock opera was
conceived by two young
Britons. Andrew Lloyd
Webber, who wrote the
music, and Tim Rice, lyrics.
The show will include six
performances - Thursday
and Friday at 8:30 p.m..
Saturday at 5 and 9 p.m. and
Sunday at 2 and 7 p.m.
This is the third time the
rock opera has been brought
to the Masonic Auditorium
by Ken Shaw The previous
visits were a complete
sellout.

Shafer said he wished the
student body would start
calling the weekend events
"UNcoming" rather than
"Homecoming."
THE BIG event on today's
schedule of "UNcoming"
attractions is a concert by
Sha Na Na and the O'Jays
planned for 9 p.m. in
Memorial Kail.
Appearing with slickedback hair, gold lame suits,
undershirts and dirty jeans.
Sha Na Na will bring back in
concert such golden oldies
as "Teen Angel," "Tell
Laura I Love Her." and "At
the Hop."
The group has recorded
two albums on the Kama
Sutra label. "Rock and Roll
is Here to Stay." and "Sha
NaNa."
Philadelphia International
recording
artists,
the
O'Jays. will be appearing in
concert with Sha Na Na.
The group's
recently
released single "Back
Slabbers" is now a gold

record with certification by
the Recording Industry
Association of America
Tickets for the concert,
sponsored by the Union
Activities Organization, are
on sale at the Union ticket
office and at the door They
are priced at 1350 for
reserved seats and $3 for
general admission
Officials have said no one
will be admitted to the concert at any time without a
ticket
THE "FABULOUS 'Msbegin this afternoon with a
phone booth cram contest at
3 p.m., a hula hoop contest
at 3:30 p in and a greasergreaseretle contest at 4 p.m
All three events will take
place in front of the Union
A marathon dance contest
will begin at midnight
tonight and end at 2 p.m
tomorrow
afternoon
in
Commons. Entry fee is $5
per couple
Persons wishing to watch
the event will be admitted to

Commons if they are
wearing an "UNcoming"
button.
"UNcoming" buttons are
on sale for 25 cents at 405
Student Services Bldg.. residence halls and greek
houses They will admit the
wearer
into
some
"UNcoming" events free
Entry blanks for all
"UNcomingtf events are
available at 405 Student
Services BWg . residence
halls, fraternity and sorority
houses and the Commuter
Center
Prizes for the contests include trophies and gift certificates.
Also part of "UNcoming
'72" are numerous events
planned by residence halls
and greek houses
These events are open
only to members, alumni
and guests of the greek
organizations, residents and
guests of the residence
halls, or members of the
student
organizations
sponsoring the event.

lddi
* Lav#"' *»"•»•» WOliams and William Powell, member*
of th* O'Jay's, will b* performing at th* "UNcoming" concert

Added

attraction

tonight in Memorial Hall.

Guarneri string quartet
to perform on campus
The Guarneri String Quartet, described by
Time magazine as "the world's master of
chamber music." will perform at 8 p.m
Friday in Recital Hall, School of Music Bldg.
The Philadelphia-based quartet was
lounded at Vermont's Marlboro Music
Festival at the suggestion of the famed
Budapest Quartet's second violinist.
Alexander Schneider
The name Guarneri was supplied by
Budapest violist Boris Kroyt. who had once
played with a European quartet named "the
Guarneri" after an 18th century violin
maker
THE GROUP made its debut in 1965 and
was immediately signed by RCA records. It
has since released 19 records, including a
three-volume set of Beethoven's 16 quartets
The group includes Arnold Steinhardt.
violinist, a winner of the Queen Elizabeth
Competition in Brussels He made his debut
as a soloist at age 14 with the Los Angeles
Philharmonic.
Violinist John Dalley also made his concert
debut at age 14 and toured widely throughout
Europe and Russia He was a member of the
Oberlin Conservatory faculty and was artist
in residence at the University of Illinois.
Michael Tree, violist. is also noted as a
violinist. He debuted at age 20 in Carnegie
Hall and has appeared with the orchestras of

Philadelphia. Baltimore and Los Angeles,
and throughout South America.
CELLIST David Soyer is a former member
of the Bach Aria Group, the Guilet Quartet
and the New Music String Quartet He has
made numerous recordings since his debut
as soloist with the Philadelphia Orchestra at
age 17
Three of the four members are on the
faculty of the Curtis Institute of Music in
Philadelphia.
The Guarneri include works of 20th century
composers as part of their traditional repertoire.
The Guarneri will give more than 100
concerts this year, including a European tour
and 17 appearances in New York In 1973 they
will make a debut tour of Japan and
Australia.
As part of their appearance at Bowling
Green, they will present a free public
seminar at 2 p.m. tomorrow in the Recital
Ball. School of Music Bldg.
TICKETS for the group's Friday performance are $2.50 for adults and $1.50 for
students They are available in 405 Student
Services Bldg and will also be sold at the
door
The concert is part of the University's
Artist Series

things to do...
Tickets are priced at $3,
$3.50, $5.50. $6. and $6.50.
depending on the day and
time of the performance.
The Masonic box office is
open Monday through
Friday from 10 a.m. to 9
p.m. and Saturday from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Phone orders
will be accepted at 893-0721

"THE ADVOCATES - the
PBS Fight of the Week."
will feature a debate on
"The Economy: McGovern's or Nixon's''" at 8 on
WBGU-TV.
This is the fourth in the
special series.
"Five
Rounds to Election Day." in
which representatives from
both major parties discuss
the issues of the 1972

"PHEDRE." a French
television ballet based on
the ancient Greek Phaedra
myth, will be aired on
WBGU-TV at 9 p.m. as part
of the I mcrn.it i< in Performance" series

The program focuses on
Preservation Hall, a New
Orleans sanctuary for traditional jazz, and one ol the
Hall's
regulars.
Kid
"Punch" Miller, a trumpetplaying singer known as the
"King of the Blues" in the
20s.

The ballet stars French
prima
ballerina Claire
Motte in the title role and
combines the choreography
of Milko Sparemblek with a
libretto by Jean Cocteau

Waiting,"
an account of efforts to
enrich the lives of severely
retarded children at Sonoma
State Hospital, will be aired
Tuesday. Oct. 31. at 1:30
p.m. on WBGU-TV.

NEW ORLEANS jazz, its
birth, decline, and eventual
reemergence will be
examined on "Til the
Butcher Cuts Him Down."
the Public Broadcasting
Service
"Special of the
Week." next Monday at 8
p.m. on WBGU-TV.

The program shows bow
nurses and technicians at
the Glen Ellen. Calif
hospital made their own jobs
and lives more meaningful
through extra efforts to help
patients generally deerped
as hopeless cases.

presidential campaign
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Booters shut out OSU
It was * day for records
for the Bowling Green
soccer team yesterday as it
blanked Ohio State. 5 0. at
the soccer field.
Three marks were tied
and two were set as BG
raised its season record to 61-1 and dropped the Buckeyes to 0-3-2. The victory set
the Falcons up for a clash at
BG next Tuesday with national soccer power Michigan State.
Senior scoring sensation
Warren Heede and sopho-

more Tim Davis each scored
two goals and Bart Hayden
added another. The Falcons
dominated the game from
the start.
HEEDE'S TWO tallies
tied a single season scoring
record of nine set by
Guenter Herold in 1966
Heede already owns the
mark for most goals scored
in a career 121 now).
His goals helped the team
tie a record of 27 goals in a
season with three games left

to play. The Falcon squad
also tied a season standard
for most shutouts as the
Bucks became BG's fourth
straight scoreless victim.
The four straight
blankings and the fact that
the game was the Falcons'
fifth win in a row are new
marks.
"We played a pretty consistent game, except for the
letdown after the first two
goals in the first half.'' BG
coach
Mickey Cochrane
said "That took the edge

off. We settled down after
that "
Cochrane was referring to
scores by Heede and Davis
midway through the first
half that gave the Falcons a
2-0 lead at intermission.
"When we got the third
goal (by Heede in the second
half), that ended It."
Cochrane
said. "They
(OSU) had to get the first
goal of the second half
before we did."'

THE OFFENSE coasted

Cagers lack experience
By Jack O Breia
Aiilnail Sports Editor
After four practices and
two scrimmages, the Falcon
basketball team is fundamentally a long way from
where the coaches want it to
be, head coach Pat Haley,
said
"We're very
inexperienced." he said.
Haley said the difference
between this year and last is
in what the coaches have to
work with This season.
Bowling Green has the
material around which to
build a program

LAST YEAR, the tallest
varsity players were Brian
Scanlan. a 6'6" sophomore
center and Tim Perrine. a
6'6" junior forward
This season, the Falcons
have more size with three
players 6'8" or taller. This

group includes. Howard, a
610"
sophomore center.
Cash, a 6'8" sophomore
forward
and
Andrea
Richardson, .it. » freshman
center.
Thus far. the passing
aspect of the game is the

team's weakest point. Haley
said. The team's shooting
hasn't been very good,
either.
"Defensively, we want to
get them to the point where
they can stop somebody,"
Haley said.
One drill used to help the
defense is a maneuver in
which the defensive man
tries to guard the offensive
man while holding a towel
behind his neck.
The purpose of this is to
teach a player to play
defense with his body rather
than with his .-■■ms. Haley
said

IT HAS PLAYERS SUCH
as Skip Howard. Cornelius
Cash and Jeff Montgomery.
They are the sophomores
that will determine the fate
of the Falcon roundballers
for the next three years.
"Our sophomores are
learning that there's quite a
bit of difference between
freshman and varsity play."
Haley said.
About 10 players are still
in the thick of things for a
starting berth, with five
weeks remaining until the
season opener against
MacMurray Dec. 2.

"FUNDAMENTALLY —
we're pretty weak as the
scrimmage today I Tuesday I
bore that out." Haley said.
"They are doing things that
can be corrected by using
their heads
"If it were two weeks
from today (TuesdayI. I'd
really be upset." he added.
However. Haley keeps
stressing that the key word
for the season is learning.
He said this year will be a
learning experience.
"We're right where we
thought we'd be at this
stage." Haley said.

"It's a pleasure to go out
there and look up to these
guys," Haley said referring
to the height of this year's
team compared to last
seasons'edition.

Jack Wiseman (l.ft), and Ceach Pat Haley
(background) observe Skip Howard's attempt to
block a Kip Young shot in yesterday's basketball
practico session.

The talent is here.
However,
one problem
remains . a team leader
has yet to be discovered

Sports notes, results
Gymkhana
The University Sports Car
Club will hold a gymkhana
Sunday at 1 p.m. at the Ice
Arena parking lot
The
gymkhana, a timed car run
through a pylon course, will
be held regardless of
weather.
Registration fee will be $3
Registration
and
inspection are from II a.m.
to 12:30 p m Sunday. All
entries are welcome.

flight competition while
Evie Swordz tied for second
and Chris Sharpc shared
fourth place
The invitational concluded
fall tournament play for the
women's team.

Volleyball
The women's "A" team
volleyballers fell to defeat in
a tri-match last Saturday at

Women's golf
The women's golf team
finished third in the seventeam Indiana University
Women's Golf Invitational
held last Friday and Saturday at Bloominglon. Indiana
BG was competing against
squads Irom the University
of Iowa. Iowa State University. Central Michigan. Western
Michigan.
Western
Illinois, and Indiana University
Individually. BG freshman
Terrie Fair won the first

the North Gym of the
Women's Bldg.
The "A" team was beaten
by defending state champion
Dayton and also dropped
two games to Mount St.
Joseph.
The "B" team defeated
Dayton's "B" squad in a
single contest, but Mount St.
Joseph then took two of
three games against BG's

BE CREATIVE
with your own design —

Forward Tim Davis (right), a saphomoro from England,
battles an Ohio State soccer player for the ball during BG « 50 victory yesterday. Davis scored two goalt in the win.

Pardon me

Falcon tidbits

Gridders fight weather
By Keaay Wklte
Assistant Sports Editor
When the Falcons look to
the field for practice yesterday, it looked as though they
were setting up headquarters
for
"Camp
Eskimo."
Many of the players tried
to fight off the cold front
that hit Falconland with
heavy tee-shirts, extra
jerseys and an assorted
amount of other insulated
goodies.
Freshman quarterback
John Boles had one of his
best days throwing the
pigskin.
The first-year
flinger was on the money
with many of his aerials
while he was leading the
scout offense against the
first team defense
Hal Thomas, who was converted from a safety to a
wide receiver, made two
stunning catches yesterday.
The slim pass grabber is
steadily making progress at
his new position.
ART THOMPSON is
giving some of the veteran
defensive backs the woolies
these days. The freshman

SUPER TUESDAY
Dct. 31, D0MIN0S

cornerback has come on
strong in practice and has
been bumping a lot of
people's heads of late.
Thompson saw his first
varsity action against Kent
State as a member of the
specialty team. He did not
make the trip to San Diego,
but he should be in line for
more action against Marshall this weekend

QUARTERBACK

Joe

Babies' foot injury (hyperextension) is much better
The swelling has gone down
considerably
and
the
mobility is almost back

describe the quarterbacks
for San Diego who threw
five TD's against the Falcons.

•••

Freshman running sensation
Mike Watson has been
spending a lot of time
working with the varsity
The little tail-back ripped
off some pretty good runs
yesterday.
Defensive backfield coach
Gary Tranquill sent his
troops through a long workout. The memories of the

•••

Aztecs' aerial circus will not
be forgotten for a long time

GREG BREWTON may
log a lot of playing time
against the Thundering Herd
i Marshall l Saturday. He has
been working at wingback
and tailback with the first
unit this week.
The best play of the practice came when Brewton
took his man to the sidelines
and just outran him to make
an over-the-shoulder catch
of an Ed McCoy pass

G

/

"They were amazing,
were the words that head
coach Don Nehlen used to

INFRA-REDS
Antique Clothing
From the
Sublime to the
Ridiculous

"Grand Opening"
NOV. 1st
501 Farns worth
Waterville

878-4711
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ALL PIZZA 40* OFF
(AT STORE)

GREEK PASTRY FREE
E. Court near Ad Building
FREE DELIVERY (35 3-8565 I
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with 100 shades of yarn
Painted needlepoint canvas
with 240 shades of yarn

THE FRENCH KNOT
118 W. WoosletSt.
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Oct. 31
Nov. 6

Old laihiowd Swiss Sttii
Rsvisii
Muni Patti's MMKOIII
Goidin dttp lied Pitch
Vtal Pentswi (wild suit ol sps|litui|
Gnixci

353-0512

Summer cold plain art always available

THKABOVKINCLIIDKSMOMI'miS
HOMKMAIIKSOlll-OR ITALIAN
SALAD. BRKAD.BIITTKR

DAILY SPECIAL...M.I I'etti s Soup.
Sandwich & Beverage - $155
i changed daily >
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*
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Beverage

7W&
ALPINE VILLAGE

* Join the 55 Club
4 to 6 P.M.

Newtohete by Can" laM

Rug and Quickpoint Canvas

Luncheon Special

They don't even notice
u»! All they ever talk about
is the delicious Old Country Italian Recipes at PelIt's'"

second team
The
next
women's
volleyball match will be
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. against
Baldwin Wallace in the
North Gym.

in after Heede's second goal
although the defense kept
the pressure on to retain its
scoreless streak.
Cochrane said a defensive
tactic best employed by
halfback Dave Dyminski
was partially responsible for
OSU's lack of scoring.
"One of the reasons we've
been so successful It
because of our smothers.'
when we block the other
team's attacking action on
goal." Cochrane said
"It's like a turnover.
We're taking away their
(the foes') chances to
score."
BG was credited with 102
smothers in the game. The
defense allowed Ohio State
only 20 shots on goal, an
extremely small number.
The surging Falcons now
appear ready for an emotional confrontation with a
strong Michigan State
squad.
The Spartans, national
champs in 1968, have visions
of another NCAA title.
Cochrane said.

downtown
Bowttng Green

Reminisce
The pattern ol tnis ring dates to
the Middle Ages where it was Known
as "the ceremonial ring "
The symbols used then are as appropriate
today as they were m the year 1320
Joined Hearts
two mortal souls in love
Clasped Hands
togetherness lor a hletime
Scriptures
wisdom ol the ages lor guidance
Horn ol Plenty:
tultillment and happiness
Orange Blossoms:
symbols ol the dream you share.
Reminisce A ring as eternal as time
As young as your dream

oilL JEWELERS
129 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

